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Abstract. Modeling and simulation offers one way to express a system of systems, to measure
its performance, and predict the effects of prospective modifications. This paper introduces a
system dynamics model (SDM) as a systems engineering design decision support tool. The SDM
structure, design rationale, and results have broader applicability to many people-oriented
workflows that may benefit from 1) working smarter and 2) introducing automation to
complement human activities. The SDM structure consists of a sequential time-essential
workflow of eleven phases. The simulation establishes a pre-modification performance baseline,
identifies the fit of a prospective modification with intent to improve workflow, estimates the
modification’s effect on performance, and then produces post-modification performance results
to compare with the baseline. To provide focus for the SDM, the details herein use cybersecurity
operations as one example of a system of systems predominantly operated by people performing
insufficiently to address the volume of cyberspace-related anomalies. The SDM is specifically
for cybersecurity operations to identify procedural bottlenecks and show the impact of proposed
improvements. Cybersecurity decision patterns (CDPs) provide a case study as a prospective
improvement. CDPs are one solution under the integrated adaptive cyberspace defense - joint
cognitive system capability area to help establish and sustain agile cybersecurity operations
(Willett 2015a). Lessons learned from the approach, application, and results are more broadly
applicable to many systems and system of systems operations.

Introduction
The cybersecurity operations system dynamics model (SDM) approach, structure, method, and
lessons learned are applicable to many workflow processes (e.g., manufacturing, materiel
movement, and transportation). All of these processes are subject to potential disruptions
(threats) and internal weaknesses (vulnerabilities) that include the identification and processing
of anomalies in the form of indicators, degraded performance, or failures. The nature and degree
of anomaly processing will vary according to the system of interest. The focus herein is on a
SDM for cybersecurity operations as a first step toward a more abstract articulation and
improvement of anomaly processing in other systems of systems (SoS).
The dynamics of cyberspace operations include the continuous monitoring of assets and dealing
with deviations from normal or expected; i.e., monitoring for and addressing anomalies in the
cyberspace environment. There is a similar approach to address anomalies in any SoS. Anomaly
processing consumes resources (e.g., personnel, equipment, time, bandwidth, processing

capacity, and money). An efficient operations design optimizes resource utilization to sustain the
ability of the SoS to fulfill its defined mission. This optimization in part requires a continual shift
from people being predominantly in-the-loop of performing tasks to being predominantly on-theloop to plan and design automation, as well as to validate and modify machine processing. For
each operating environment, there is a harmony of people working with machine processing in
order to free people from rote tasks in order to focus them on cognitive intense core mission
activities.
Cybersecurity operations is a SoS that includes people, machines, and their interaction to ensure
organizational efficacy by safeguarding the workflow during its fulfillment of the mission. The
many interacting systems provide for monitoring the cyberspace tactical environment (observe),
understanding what is seen (orient), identifying and selecting among viable options (decide), and
performing tasks to achieve a desired end (act). Additionally, there is the need for governance
and adjudication to direct strategic and tactical operations (command) and a method to deliver
commands to all the constituent parts of cybersecurity operations (control). To identify and
resolve the many considerations, the systems engineer can benefit from design support for
prospective observe, orient, decide, act (Osinga 2005), command, and control (OODA+C2)
solutions within cybersecurity operations. One method of systems engineering (SE) support is
modeling and simulation as a “discipline for developing a level of understanding of the
interaction of the parts of a system, and of the system as a whole.”1
Though the model is flexible enough to accommodate many prospective solutions, this paper
uses cybersecurity decision patterns (CDPs) and a cybersecurity decision pattern language
(CDPL) (Willett, Dove, and Blackburn 2015) as prospective solutions on which to focus the
model and simulation. The uniqueness of the approach herein is the use of the SDM to represent
anomaly processing in cybersecurity operations. The SDM helps to examine the constituent
parts, their interactions, identify areas in need of improvement, apply CDPs as one prospective
solution for improvement, and quantify the expected level of improvement for decision support
to the systems engineer attempting to design an optimal operating environment among people
and machines for anomaly processing.
The model establishes baseline operational performance based on real world data. The method is
flexible enough to adapt baseline details to any operational environment. The results of
prospective modifications to operational performance are compared to this baseline to determine
the nature of the modification, which may be an improvement, degradation, or no change to
operational effectiveness or efficiency.

Foundations
A system of interest is “the system whose life cycle is under consideration” (INCOSE 2015). A
SoS is “a system of interest whose system elements are themselves systems”(INCOSE 2015). A
systems engineer provides an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of
successful systems. They define customer needs and desired functionality, document
requirements, design the system and its synthesis into the containing whole (e.g., SoS), and
provide system validation in context of the holistic problem (INCOSE 2015). Additionally, the
systems engineer considers both technical functionality and business/mission priorities for design
decisions and for recommending solution investments.
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Traditional systems engineering security predominantly focuses on fault-tolerance and safety.
The increase of cyber-driven systems in an interconnected world recently prompted the
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) to add systems security engineering as
a core discipline for systems engineers. INCOSE recognizes that cyberspace threats may result in
more than just denial of service to a computer or loss of data, but also may include kinetic effects
in the real world resulting in physical injury or death (INCOSE 2015). For example, attacks
against industrial control systems may cause dam overflows resulting in flooding, furnace
overheating resulting in explosion, electrical power plant shutdown, medical device failure (e.g.,
pacemakers), or remote hijacking of moving automobiles and other vehicles. In addition to the
traditional security approach, systems design should consider a threat with intelligence and intent
(e.g., state sponsored, organized non-state sponsored (e.g., terrorists, organized crime), and
general vandalism (e.g. hacker, script-kiddie)). The details of the cybersecurity operations
workflow provide one view for systems engineers on how to identify and address anomalies in a
greater system of systems to assure adherence to these security principles.

System Dynamics Modeling Approach
Systems thinking is the process of understanding how things influence one another within a
whole including patterns of behavior within the whole, behavior patterns of the whole, and to
conceptualize local changes in context of the whole (Gharajedaghi 1999). System dynamics
modeling is a computer-aided approach to analysis and design. SDM applies to any system or
SoS characterized by interdependence, mutual interaction, information feedback, and circular
causality.2 The SDM tool used to produce the results herein is Stella/iThink3. The modeling
process entails problem articulation, hypothesis formulation, model formulation, model
verification and validation, and policy design and evaluation (Sterman 2000).
The problem at hand is the lack of ability for cybersecurity operations practitioners to observe,
orient, decide, act, command, and control within cyber-relevant time (Herring and Willett 2014)
to maximize utilization of limited practitioner resources. We may be doing the right things, just
not doing them fast enough. The case study hypothesis is, if we implement CDPs and the CDPL,
we will improve manual processing of cyberspace anomalies. We realize improvements by
facilitating people-to-people knowledge sharing where knowledge content minimally includes
context, problem, and solution, and is thus more immediately actionable than data or
information. Moreover, we will improve machine processing of cyberspace anomalies by
creating people-validated repository of knowledge from which to produce machine encoded
processing throughout OODA+C2.
Improved machine effectiveness and overall efficiency of cybersecurity anomaly processing will
free people from rote tasks and enable them to focus on cognitive-intense tasks that are currently
better suited to people. A modeling and simulation approach helps to identify operational
structures that need improvement and to determine the degree of prospective improvement to
provide decision support on where to apply automation.
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The root of the problem lies within current cybersecurity operations practices and its limitations
in available solutions and methods to address anomalies. Therefore, for the purpose of modeling,
the historical time horizon is the most recent operations performance statistics; i.e., some data
within the previous 12 to 24 months that reflects current practices and solutions for anomaly
detection and processing. Additionally, the future time horizon is within the next budget cycle to
prioritize solution acquisition and method enhancement to improve anomaly processing.
The model formulation is based on scenarios of how cybersecurity operations practitioners
encounter the real world. In brief, they become aware of some phenomenon (observe), they seek
to understand it (orient), they identify and select among viable options on how to address it
(decide), and then carry out some task to do something about it (act). While OODA is the
essence of the workflow process, there needs to be more granularity to focus analysis, identify
bottlenecks, and evaluate prospective solutions to introduce effectiveness or enhance efficiency.
The SDM structure provides this granularity in eleven workflow phases described in the next
section.
Model verification and validation includes subject matter expert (SME) review of the design,
rationale behind the design, the method to produce key probability formulas that represent real
world workflow, and the results of the model. The specific SDM numbers reflect real world
performance as reported in the Ponemon Cost of Data Breach Report 2014 and derived from a
major East Coast academic research institution’s cybersecurity operations. Any given operating
environment will likely vary from these specific numbers. The SME evaluation is to ensure the
modeling and simulation method remains sound and flexible enough to accommodate
performance variations in any given operating environment. SME’s performing the review
included a range of mathematicians to validate the mathematics, and modeling and simulation
practitioners to review the model design and flow. Cybersecurity operations SMEs reviewed the
baseline and the projected results in terms of anomaly quantities processed and time of
processing, and variety technical directors and operations managers to review the overall
modeling approach and its reflection of real world practices. All input was used to improve the
model design and its reflection of cybersecurity operations behavior (Law 2007).
Policy design and evaluation explores what-if scenarios of prospective solutions for
cybersecurity operations that provide some aspect of OODA+C2. The model is designed for both
machine and manual anomaly processing. For this paper, machine processing is turned off so we
may initially focus on the prospective effects of people-to-people knowledge sharing to 1)
improve manual processing and 2) to build a foundation of people validated knowledge from
which to encode machine processing. The what-if scenarios look at a range of prospective effects
of knowledge generation in the form of CDPs as one example of any number of other proposed
solutions. The model design can support a variety of prospective effects from a single minor
change in one workflow phase to many changes across multiple workflow phases. To reiterate,
this case study is a single example of the potential to apply the same SDM approach to any
people-oriented workflow process.

SDM Application to Cybersecurity Operations Design
There are two models herein; the first is a probability distribution function (PDF) determination
model (Figure 1) that produces the probability distributions necessary for an accurate second
system dynamics model (SDM). The SDM simulates cybersecurity operations workflow to
process anomalies using ten workflow phases. These phases are a more granular view of OODA

in context of cybersecurity. This is one example of how to use the OODA concept in a SDM
model. Other SoS-related models may use OODA explicitly or adapt OODA to the local
workflow. Likewise, the PDF determination model shows one way to discern processing times
with basis in reality. The value in both the SDM and PDF determination model for systems
engineers are more in the method and approach than in the explicit reuse of the case study
details.
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Figure 1: PDF Determination Model Method

System Dynamics Model
Cyberspace threats are increasingly automated and attacks emerge at network speed. Therefore,
cyberspace defense must be equally adaptive, dynamic, and active; i.e., there is an increasing
need for agile cyberspace defense within cyber-relevant time (Herring and Willett 2014). The
capability-based engineering of integrated adaptive cyberspace defense (Willett 2015a) provides
a fundamental capability framework of OODA+C2 for cybersecurity operations. There are a
large number of potential solutions under OODA+C2 umbrella. The judgment as to one being
better than another is largely dependent on operational need. To help manage the complexity of
SE design choices and investment priorities requires decision support. System dynamics
modeling (SDM) is one approach to systems engineering design support and support to identify
priority investments.
Security is an enabler for fulfilling core mission by virtue of safeguarding against workflow
disruptions. The implication to optimizing anomaly processing is the ability to reclaim resources
allocated to security and focus them on core mission fulfillment. For example, people freed from
dealing with vehicle manufacturing process anomalies may now engage in the production of the
vehicles, or at least in the direct support of vehicle production.
The SDM focus is cybersecurity operations, specifically anomaly processing. The perspective is
time to process anomalies and quantity of anomalies processed. The modeling approach is to
establish a pre-proposed solution baseline of anomaly processing quantity and time, find the fit
for a proposed solution, modify the SDM according to SME determined solution effects or
preliminary test results, and produce post-proposed solution results in terms of anomaly
processing quantity and time. The approach continues by comparing and analyzing the postresults to the pre-results, and provide conclusions and recommendations according to the
findings. The case study herein uses a cybersecurity operations workflow consisting of eleven
phases: monitor, detect, characterize, notify, triage, escalate, isolate, restore, root cause
analysis, recover, and organizational feedback. Figure 2 presents these eleven phases with a
depiction of the time measurements. Most phases include an OODA loop for that phase where
the total time to process is Observet + Orientt + Decidet + Actt. Even if automated at the Random
Access Memory (RAM) level, there is still a measure necessary to determine if responses are
within cyber-relevant time.
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t0 is initiation of indicator
td is initiation of detection process
∆td is duration of detection process
tooda2 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda2 is duration of OODA process
tn is initiation of characterize process
∆tn is duration of characterize process
tooda2 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda2 is duration of OODA process
tn is initiation of notify process
∆tn is duration of notify process
tt is initiation of triage process
∆tt is duration of triage process
tooda3 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda3 is duration of OODA process
te is initiation of escalate process
∆te is duration of escalate process
tooda4 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda4 is duration of OODA process
ti is initiation of isolate process
∆ti is duration of isolate process
tooda5 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda5 is duration of OODA process
tr is initiation of restore process
∆tr is duration of restore process
tooda5 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda5 is duration of OODA process
tRCA is initiation of root cause analysis (RCA) process
∆tRCA is duration of RCA process
tooda7 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda7 is duration of OODA process
tv is initiation of recover process
∆tv is duration of recover process
tooda8 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda8 is duration of OODA process
tf is initiation of feedback process
∆tf is duration of feedback process
tooda9 is initiation of OODA process
∆tooda9 is duration of OODA process

t0 Note: t0 may not be known until after the fact
tfinal
trespond = tfinal – t0 or trespond = å (∆td, ∆tn, ∆tt, ∆te, ∆ti, ∆tr, ∆tRCA, ∆tv, ∆tf) + å (∆toooda1...∆toooda9)

Figure 2. Cybersecurity Operations Time Metrics
Currently, humans are predominantly in-the-loop of cybersecurity operations, meaning a large
part of workflow requires human monitoring, analysis, identification and selection among viable
options, and manually initiating and/or performing tasks. As automation increases, humans
become predominantly on-the-loop where they increasingly monitor and validate machine
processing (Willett 2015b). To establish and sustain effective automation requires capturing and
maintaining human knowledge for continual people review and affirmation. People-affirmed
knowledge becomes the foundation from which to derive machine-encoded logic that then
becomes continually adapted automation to reflect the latest best-known practices.
The SDM captures the ten workflow phases, their interactions among each other and among
available machine and manual resources. The full SDM is not legible on letter-sized paper (the
Annex provides an excerpt). Figure 3 shows a partial causal loop diagram (CLD) that represents
the processing of anomalies for the Detect and Characterize phases. Successful manual
processing of anomalies produces knowledge in the form of CDPs. CDPs are specific to each
workflow phase; e.g., CDPs for Detect and for Notify that help practitioners become better at
detection and notification (i.e., they help increase the capacity to detect, notify, etc.), thus
accelerating workflow speed. This is a reinforcing loop of successful detection leading to
knowledge production, which increases successful detection. CDPs provide for people-to-people
knowledge sharing as well as provide a foundation from which to develop automation. The

combination of people-enhanced cognition and machine-enhanced cognition contribute to
improving cybersecurity operations workflow efficiency (i.e., they affect the PDFs in one or
more workflow phases).
There is an efficiency limit to manual processing where any person working at maximum
capacity may only process a limited number of anomalies in a workday. Resource constraints
(e.g., salary, office space) limit the number of people working in parallel. There are similar but
different limits to machine processing, where any given machine may process some number of
anomalies in parallel. An increase in algorithm efficiency or in processing power (e.g., CPU
speed, memory) may increase the capacity of parallel processes per machine. Resource
constraints (e.g., data center space, budget, trained administration personnel) limit the number of
machines working in parallel. There is a fuzzy upper bound that limits improvements to
efficiency. Efficiency improvement may continue at an overall diminishing rate of increase and
then level out according to resource constraints that will vary per organization. The balancing
loop for available resources and successful detection is one representation of the effects of
resource capacity/efficiency limits. The same resource constraints apply to each workflow phase.
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Figure 3. Partial CLD of Cybersecurity Operations
STELLA/iThink represents each workflow phase as a conveyor that takes some amount of
service time to process an anomaly. Ultimately, the SDM should have dynamic feedbacks that
modify service times according to knowledge production and application. This will show effects
on the process as a result of CDPs and their influence on manual processing and machine
processing over time. The anticipated effects are as people get smarter, they process anomalies
they could not before (they become more effective) and process anomalies faster (they become
more efficient). The STELLA/iThink software is unable to provide dynamic feedbacks to
conveyors, so any CDP effects at this point are derived from a discrete run, modify the model
manually, rerun, and the results compared to the baseline to determine overall effects. While still

valid in showing net effect, a continuous adjustment over time is preferable. Further SDM design
consideration is necessary to investigate a workaround to this tool constraint.

Probability Distribution Function Determination Model
Systems engineers with experience in modeling understand the challenge to find data
representing real world processing. For example, the actual time it takes to detect an anomaly
and time to process that anomaly. The approach here uses an industry report representing real
world experience from which to generate simulated data that in turn facilitates the generation of
probability distribution functions to use in the SDM.
Each SDM workflow phase involves a process that takes some amount of time to complete. The
approach to determine anomaly processing times for the SDM is to identify an appropriate scale,
find root in reality, create probability distribution function (PDF) tables with basis in reality,
generate simulated data according to the PDF tables, and perform goodness of fit tests on the
simulated data to calculate the most appropriate PDF for processing times. The resulting PDFs
are then used in the SDM to simulate real-world anomaly processing.
Table 1 provides a scale for workflow phase probability distributions that provides groupings for
performances that are less than a minute (seconds), less than an hour (minutes), less than a day
(hours), less than a week (days), less than a month (weeks), less than a year (months), and up to
2 years (Ponemon_Institute 2014). The numeric representation, unique to this model, is in
minutes; i.e., any performance in terms of seconds is provided in a fraction of a minute, any
performance in terms of hours is provided as a number of minutes greater than or equal to 60, but
less than 1440 (the number of minutes in a 24 hour day), and so on. The scale in Table 1
provides ranges of minutes for capturing real world performance of the cybersecurity operations
workflow phases.
Table 1: Anomaly Processing Scale
# Minutes

Label

Description

1

seconds

less than a minute (<60 sec)

60

minutes

less than an hour (<60 min)

1440

hours

less than a day (<24 hours)

10080

days

less than a week (<7 days)

40320

weeks

less than a month (<4 weeks)

483840

months

less than a year (<12 months)

1051200

years

up to 2 years (<2 years)

Table 2 provides one example of a PDF table for manual detection, or mean time to detect
(MTTD). P(x) represents the individual probabilities, Cum(x) represents the cumulative
probabilities (note: Cum(x) must always sum to 1 (100%)), and Time (minutes) is the scale
shown in Table 1. The source for the Detection PDF table P(x) is the Ponemon Cost of Data
Breach Report 2014, Figure 8 (Ponemon_Institute 2014).4 Similar tables exist for each of the
nine additional phases representing mean time to characterize, mean time to notify, mean time to
4

The Ponemon report data contains an unknown category representing 10% of responses. Since the cumulative
probabilities must always sum to 1, Table 2 accommodates the unknown responses by distributing the percent
unknown equally among the other responses.

triage, mean time to escalate, mean time to isolate, mean time to restore, mean time to root
cause, mean time to recover, and mean time to feedback. For the workflow phases with no
corresponding real world data, there are P(x) estimates verified and validated by SMEs as likely
reflecting real world scenarios. P(x) is easily adjustable to reflect variations in operating
environments. The same PDF determination method applies to generate locally relevant PDFs.
Table 2: Example Probability Distribution Function Table for Manual Detection
P(x)

Cum(x)

Time (minutes)

0

0

1

0.122

0.122

60

0.256

0.378

1440

0.322

0.7

10080

0.178

0.878

40320

0.089

0.967

483840

0.033

1

1051200

Table 3 provides an excerpt of probability distribution ranges derived from producing a random
number (e.g., r(Det) for Detect) and then performing a lookup using the PDF tables as described
in Table 2. For example, comparing the r(Det) of .12539634 to Cum(x) in Table 2 results in a
MTTD of 60 because the random number is greater than .122 but less than .378. Similarly, the
r(Det) of .83770346 results in a MTTD of 10080 because the random number is greater than .7
but less than .878. The PDF determination model produces 5,000 rows of random numbers for
each of the ten workflow phases. This produces 5,000 data points representing ranges of MTTD
in terms of less than a minute, less than an hour, less than a day, and so on up to less than 2
years.
Table 3: Probability Distribution Ranges Excerpt
r(Det)

Detect
(MTTD)

r(Char)

Characterize
(MTTC)

r(Not)

Notify
(MTTN)

r(Tri)

Triage
(MTTT)

0.12539634

60

0.99450602

1440

0.50902739

1

0.82893511

60

0.83770346

10080

0.76424075

60

0.02691813

1

0.38211664

1

0.55457905

1440

0.55108253

1

0.50498849

1

0.85421571

60

0.98757692

483840

0.5296778

1

0.12907582

1

0.48586495

1

Figure 4 provide graphs of the probability distributions as derived from the full set of 5,000
probability distribution ranges in Table 3. In Figure 4, each vertical axis is a quantity of
anomalies and each horizontal axis represents the scale in Table 1. While these diagrams are
good for a general idea of the distributions, it is not specific enough for the SDM. The next step
in the approach produces explicit PDF formulas for each workflow phase in the SDM.
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Figure 4: Probability Distribution Range Graphs
The ranges in Table 3 provides an interim step from which to generate simulated raw data
necessary for goodness of fit tests that in turn produce the PDFs necessary for the SDM. This
raw data is a table (not shown) of uniformly distributed random numbers within the ranges in
Table 3. For example, the first MTTD range is 60 representing detection in less than an hour but
more than a minute. For each entry of 60, this next step produces a random number between 1
minute and 60 minutes to represent a variety of Detect times that are less than an hour. Similarly
for 10080, this next step produces a random number between 1440 minutes and 10080 minutes to
represent a variety of Detect times that are less than a week. This represents simulated raw data
for workflow processing times with basis in reality. Note: uniform distribution within the ranges
is an assumption. The PDF determination approach is flexible enough to accommodate other
than uniform distribution given data to support such a variation.

To generate probability formulas accurate enough for the SDM, the PDF determination model
uses Oracle Crystal Ball5, a statistical package add-on to Microsoft Excel5. Crystal Ball is
configured to run 25,000 trials to produce raw data on which to perform goodness of fit tests to
determine the best probability distribution representing processing times for each phase. Figure 5
provides an example for the Detect phase where the best PDF is Weibull with a scale of 1,869
and a shape of .33264. The resulting Stella/iThink SDM formula for manual detection is
WEIBULL(.33264, 1869). An important distinction is the SDM has only one arrival time and
that is for anomalies. All other PDFs are for processing time (i.e., service time) within the ten
workflow phases.

Figure 5: MTTD (Manual) Goodness of Fit Test Results
Table 4 presents the baseline PDFs (pre-proposed solution) for each workflow phase to use in the
SDM. The table provides for both manual and machine processing times where machine
processing is assumed to be 80 percent faster than manual. Each of the formulas contains a third
numeric parameter that acts as a seed for random number generation; i.e., the same stream of
random numbers is generated during each run. This facilitates comparing results of multiple runs
varying PDFs by eliminating the effect of different random number streams. The current SDM
baseline results have machine processing turned off, thus producing results for manual
processing only with the assumption that manual processing produces knowledge that eventually
translates into future machine processing. Machine processing is shown here as one of many
future directions for the SDM.

5
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Table 4: Baseline PDFs for the SDM
Phase

Pre-<proposed solution> PDFs
Manual

Machine

Detect

WEIBULL(.33264,1869,922)

LOGNORMAL(41961.42,58278966.6,923)

Characterize

LOGNORMAL(20,280,924)

LOGNORMAL(1.68,5.14,925)

Notify

LOGNORMAL(40,751,109)

LOGNORMAL(2.33,9.1,110)

Triage

LOGNORMAL(53,920,227)

LOGNORMAL(2.59,10.73,228)

Escalate

LOGNORMAL(53,1252,228)

LOGNORMAL(3.06,14.77,229)

Isolate

WEIBULL(.56032,432,112)

LOGNORMAL(468.59,21153.18,113)

Restore

LOGNORMAL(1117,35405,1962)

LOGNORMAL(108.72,4431.36,1963)

RCA

UNIFORM(41, 483856,1938)

NA

Recover

UNIFORM(41, 483714,1966)

UNIFORM(0, 482793,1967)

Feedback

UNIFORM(43, 483621,1935)

NA

Estimating Prospective Solution Effects
Any proposed solution’s prospective effects on processing times are reflected in the probability
distribution function table for one or more of the ten workflow phases according to the fit of the
proposed solution. For example, a prospective effect of a 5% improvement to manual Detect
(Table 2) would shift the range of P(x) by moving 5% from each P(x) to the next lowest row
(current assumption). In some cases, the full range of P(x) may not shift and not all the shifts
may be equal. After the shifts take place, new PDFs are then calculated using the process above
that generates simulated data for a goodness of fit test to recommend the most appropriate PDF
for the SDM. The point is to be methodical with rationale as well as flexible to adjust the method
according to variances in operating environments.
For proof of concept, Table 5 presents an arbitrary range of potential effects from 1% to 10% for
manual processing times specifically for the proposed solution of cybersecurity decision patterns.
The SDM may reflect any combination of these speculative effects to determine overall net
effect of any proposed solution. Meaning, if the proposed solution only promises some effect in
the Detect phase and preliminary lab testing shows a potential improvement of between 5% and
10%, the SDM may be modified to use the Detect PDF for a post-CDP Detect improvement of
5% (LOGNORMAL(154200.65, 104251444.55,922)) and then run to produce the results. Then
modify the SDM by substituting the PDF for 10% Detect improvement and then run to produce
results. There are now two post-CDP sets of results with which to compare to the baseline to
determine a range of overall net effects.

Table 5: Range of Post-CDP PDFs
Phase

Post-CDPs (1%
improvement) Manual

Post-CDPs (2.5%
improvement) Manual

Post-CDPs (5%
improvement) Manual

Post-CDPs (10%
improvement) Manual

Detect

LOGNORMAL(143551.
89,82229861.89, 922)

LOGNORMAL(138023.
37,78478463.84, 922)

LOGNORMAL(154200.
65,104251444.55, 922)

LOGNORMAL(148223.0
9,107706259.16, 922)

Characterize

LOGNORMAL(19.68,2
64.5,924)

LOGNORMAL(18.27,23
7.19,924)

LOGNORMAL(18.24,24
3.6,924)

LOGNORMAL(16.35,204
,924)

Notify

LOGNORMAL(39.73,7
43.74,109)

LOGNORMAL(37.73,69
9.41,109)

LOGNORMAL(35.17,62
2.00,109)

LOGNORMAL(32.59,574
.06,109)

Triage

LOGNORMAL(50.50,8
41.15,227)

LOGNORMAL(51.01,86
4.12,227)

LOGNORMAL(45.39,73
4.13,227)

LOGNORMAL(42.55,701
.07,227)

Escalate

LOGNORMAL(53.02,1
249.91,228)

LOGNORMAL(49.89,11
44.86,228)

LOGNORMAL(48.45,11
04.96,228)

LOGNORMAL(40.34,843
.40,228)

Isolate

WEIBULL(.55865,417.9
2,112)

GAMMA(.42373,1642.3
6,112)

WEIBULL(.54394,389.6
,112)

GAMMA(.38757,1672.44,
112)

Restore

LOGNORMAL(1107.69
,35920.96,1962)

LOGNORMAL(1131.34,
39243.71,1962)

LOGNORMAL(1231.24,
50136.44,1962)

LOGNORMAL(1134.13,5
0499.44,1962)

RCA

UNIFORM(0,483512,19
38)

UNIFORM(0,483840,19
38)

UNIFORM(0,483700,19
38)

UNIFORM(0,483797,193
8)

Recover

UNIFORM(0,483858,19
66)

UNIFORM(0,483854,19
66)

UNIFORM(0,483798,19
66)

UNIFORM(0,483802,196
6)

Feedback

UNIFORM(0,483815,19
35)

UNIFORM(0,483857,19
35)

UNIFORM(0,483859,19
35)

UNIFORM(0,483787,193
5)

SDM Run Time Specifications
The SDM run time specifications are based upon real world encounters by a major East Coast
academic research institution’s cybersecurity operations. The run time configuration for the
SDM is to process per minute for one year (525,600 minutes). Anomaly arrival time and all
service times use units of minutes. Anomaly arrivals are a normal distribution between 1 and
2,599 per minute. Perimeter defenses are assumed to block between 67% and 97% of anomalies
with those not blocked becoming a stock of anomalies to detect. The anomaly detection rate
(Table 4 and Table 5) is a flow that controls the entry of anomalies into the workflow phases.
The manual resources are assumed to be 55 people working 24x7 (see the Future section for
prospective modifications to this assumption). Though machine processing is turned off for
purposes of this paper, the model is designed to accommodate any number of machine resources
that may process a varying number of anomalies in parallel depending on the complexity of the
anomaly, the efficiency of the algorithm, and the power of the machine (i.e., CPU, memory,
clock speed). This sets up the potential for dynamic feedback over time where machines may
become more efficient as we produce better algorithms and technology refresh introduces
machines with greater processing power.

Estimating CDP Effects
A supposition for the case study is that the generation of knowledge leads to enhanced
performance. The approach is to quantify some amount of knowledge generation and then
determine the effects of that knowledge on cybersecurity operations performance. This includes

determining which workflow phases are affected and by how much in terms of shifting the PDF
tables and rerunning the PDF determination model to generate new PDFs to reflect the projected
effects in the SDM.
The SDM runtime results include knowledge generation. The assumption is that all processed
anomalies become knowledge candidates, though not all knowledge candidates are processed
into actual knowledge. Patterns by definition must meet some level of invariance in real world
experience. A single knowledge instance becomes a knowledge candidate and may even be
useful to share. However, it takes at least two subsequent encounters to constitute a CDP and
CDPs are necessary from which to begin machine encoding to ensure machines will address
repeated phenomenon. As the CDP repository grows, subsequent related knowledge candidates
may reinforce its status as a pattern, but additional codifying is not necessary by virtue of the
CDP already existing. Moreover, knowledge and CDPs decay as they reach the end of their
useful life as technology changes and adversaries adapt their tactics, techniques, and procedures.
The initial run of the SDM produces some amount of knowledge that in turn effects people
performance by virtue of people-to-people knowledge sharing. That same knowledge provides a
foundation from which to develop machine processing. The development and realization of
machine processing takes time and emerges over the coming months and years. Machine
processing then takes on rote task processing, thus freeing up manual resources for cognitive
intensive tasks that in turn lead to additional knowledge. The feedback cycle continues as people
work more efficiently at anomaly processing and machines become effective at anomaly
processing. Limits to efficiency growth act as an upper bound for improvements where
efficiency either grows asymptotically to this limit or oscillates between some upper and lower
bound close to a maximum.

SDM Post-CDP Results Analysis
As shown in Table 6, the quantity of anomalies processed increases in most of the workflow
phases as improvements increase. This was generally predictable and expected. For 2.5% in the
isolate and restore phases, the quantities actually went down. In some cases, the bottlenecks are
shifted from one phase to another as local improvements push more anomalies to latter phases
that may increase the number of anomalies that take a long time to process, thus decreasing the
number of anomalies actually processed in that phase. This shifting of bottlenecks is also
expected in general and one benefit of the model is to help identify these types of consequences
over time. Note: for the sake of brevity, the results here include only known-knowns (KK),
which are anomalies we have seen before and know what to do about them, and manual (Man)
processing. Other types of anomalies and machine processing are not included.
Table 6: Results Analysis (Quantity of Anomalies)
KK
Characterized
Man Total
1,398.30

KK
Notified
Man Total
1,398.13

KK
Triaged
Man Total
1,397.93

KK
Escalated
Man Total
1,397.64

KK
Isolated
Man Total
172.24

KK
Restored
Man Total
171.90

KK
RCAed
Man Total
90.65

1.00%

1,473.80

1,473.74

1,473.66

1,473.58

179.24

178.94

95.01

2.50%

1,444.26

1,444.15

1,443.94

1,443.70

175.90

175.36

96.95

5.00%

1,511.24

1,511.02

1,510.81

1,510.48

185.95

185.62

99.45

10.00%

1,776.47

1,776.35

1,776.18

1,775.88

217.65

217.25

117.79

Run
Base

KK
Characterized
Man Total

KK
Notified
Man Total

KK
Triaged
Man Total

KK
Escalated
Man Total

KK
Isolated
Man Total

KK
Restored
Man Total

KK
RCAed
Man Total

1.00%

5.12%

5.13%

5.14%

5.15%

3.91%

3.93%

4.59%

2.50%

3.18%

3.19%

3.19%

3.19%

2.08%

1.97%

6.50%

5.00%

7.47%

7.47%

7.47%

7.47%

7.37%

7.39%

8.85%

10.00%

21.29%

21.29%

21.30%

21.30%

20.86%

20.87%

23.04%

Run
Base

Table 7 shows apparent reductions in efficiency as seen in the increase in mean times to process.
The explanation for this is prospective improvements in the lower range (e.g., 1% or 2.5%) only
make minor shifts in the PDF table (Table 2). As workflow efficiencies enter into the workflow
phases, this begins to accelerate some (not all) processing times, which implies the ability to
handle a greater number of anomalies. This in part results in a larger number of anomalies in
high time processing phases, thus increasing the overall mean time.
Table 7: Results Analysis (Anomaly Mean Processing Times)

Run
Base
1.00%
2.50%
5.00%
10.00%

Run
Base
1.00%
2.50%
5.00%
10.00%

Char KK
Man
20.46
19.39
19.80
18.92
16.04
Char KK
Man
5.22%
3.25%
7.55%
21.59%

Noti KK
Man
36.59
35.74
35.07
33.36
31.07
Noti KK
Man
2.34%
4.16%
8.83%
15.09%

Tria KK
Man
50.61
48.75
47.92
41.24
42.20
Tria KK
Man
3.68%
5.32%
18.52%
16.62%

Esca KK
Man
47.12
41.61
66.93
48.92
39.58
Esca KK
Man
11.69%
-42.03%
-3.81%
15.99%

Isol KK
Man
691.09
659.48
700.82
703.79
655.98
Isol KK
Man
4.57%
-1.41%
-1.84%
5.08%

Rest KK
Man
835.41
710.03
836.99
767.87
852.81
Rest KK
Man
15.01%
-0.19%
8.09%
-2.08%

RCA KK
Man

Reco KK
Man

Feed KK
Man

167,908.13
169,752.36
168,163.12
174,788.95
170,105.83

169,164.61
172,402.66
170,674.75
171,261.98
171,888.20

130,950.15
130,105.57
129,303.08
130,862.45
132,641.70

RCA KK
Man

Reco KK
Man

Feed KK
Man

-1.10%
-0.15%
-4.10%
-1.31%

-1.91%
-0.89%
-1.24%
-1.61%

0.64%
1.26%
0.07%
-1.29%

In further elaboration, high processing time phases are bottlenecks in the overall workflow.
Bottlenecks restrict not only anomaly processing for that phase, but also limit the number of
anomalies able to be passed on to the next phase. As bottlenecks are opened up and allow a
greater number of anomalies to be processed, this may exacerbate bottlenecks in downstream
phases by now providing a greater number of anomalies potentially subject to high processing
time, thus making the immediate effect look negative from a time of processing perspective.
However, the overall performance is improving by looking at the number of anomalies processed
overall.
Therefore, the process of improving cybersecurity operations workflow may be a multi-step,
multi-year process that requires shifting attention according to the improvements realized in one
phase and the downstream effects of processing a greater number of anomalies. This is a systems
thinking challenge at its finest where continued justification for operational modifications
requires a perspective on understanding how things influence one another within a whole
including patterns of behavior within the whole, behavior patterns of the whole, and to
conceptualize local changes in context of the whole.

Conclusion
The modeling activity provides a first step towards a SDM for cybersecurity operations as an
example of a decision support tool for systems engineering design tradeoff analysis. The initial
model provides an objective view of cybersecurity operations as one example of a sequential,
multi-step, time-essential workflow. The structure, design rationale, and results analysis provide
an example of systems engineering decision support. The literal model is adaptable to other
cybersecurity operating environments. The model approach and method is representative of how
other people-oriented workflows may be represented and analyzed for bottlenecks and process
improvement.
The concept of knowledge management provides for people-to-people knowledge sharing and
provides a foundation from which to encode machine processing. The specifics elaborate on
cybersecurity operations. The predominance of anomaly processing is initially manual. Over
time, this may evolve into machine processing. Similarly, anomaly processing is initially
reactive. Over time, as the repository of indicators emerges along with quantified associations of
cause/effect, the system may predict and preempt efficiency degradation or failure.
The model identifies performance in terms of quantity and time to process anomalies, the ability
to analyze workflow, and identify areas in need of improvement. The SDM provides the ability
to estimate the effect of a prospective solution to improve anomaly processing and helps the
systems engineer view local effects and overall SoS effects of a proposed solution. The results of
running the model show a shifting of bottlenecks in anomaly quantity processing as well as both
positive and negative effects as part of the path to overall improvement. While “all models are
wrong, but some are useful,” (Box and Draper 1987) this SDM provides an objective view for
systems engineers to evaluate prospective effects of solutions on anomaly processing, thus
providing decision support for design tradeoff analysis and establishing investment priorities
from the perspective of both quantity of anomalies processed and time of processing. Key
findings of this activity for modeling and simulation of cybersecurity operations:
 the SDM is essentially a resource planning tool to:
o identify bottlenecks in a workflow,
o discern the effects of local modifications,
o discern the systemic effects of local modifications;
 the SDM helps anticipate unintended consequences… not that any proposed modification
is necessarily invalid or wrong, it may take multiple steps to realize across the board
improvements; i.e., short-term degradation for long-term improvement
 established SDM as one approach to represent a people-oriented workflow, the
constituent parts, their interrelationships, and interactions;
 used the SDM as one way to predict the effects of prospective solutions on workflow
efficiency; e.g., identify where the prospective solution fits, determine local effects of the
prospective solution, determine the systemic effects of the local effects;
 identified and elaborated on a method to represent real world operations in the SDM; i.e.,
the PDF determination model that is adaptable to any particular cybersecurity operations
 applied the results of the PDF determination model in the SDM to produce results based
on real world experience;
 the SDM provides decision support for SoS (cybersecurity operations) design including
resource acquisition and placement to optimize workflow in terms of anomalies
processed;





discovered that CDPs as a prospective solution in some cases improve local results, in
some cases don’t improve local results, in some cases shift bottlenecks downstream;
however, the macro effect looks like efficiency improvements over time, albeit with some
short-term negative effects;
and, identified areas for SDM improvement as described in the next section.

Future
Future model enhancements are specifically focused on decision support to improve
cybersecurity operations. Enhancements include using the results of the SDM as decision support
to determine the initial focus for CDPs within the ten workflow phases; i.e. focus CDPs on the
greatest need and potential impact areas for anomaly processing. Expand the use of the SDM to
run for multiple years that includes the dynamic feedback of CDP production to influence
manual and machine anomaly processing; e.g., machine processing turns on after the first year
and grows over time according to knowledge production and development delays. Expand
people-enhanced cognition production to include influence on machine-enhanced cognition. Add
upper bounds to improvements with some oscillation within bounds around a to be determined
maximum improvement target. Expand the model to include adversary tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs) and add people-enhanced cognition and machine-enhanced cognition decay
according to adversary change in TTPs; i.e., knowledge is dated and has a useful lifetime. Add
improvements to processing times over time; e.g., increase in knowledge implies some
modification to processing times. Monetize the model by associating dollars or other relevant
currency to processing times (both manual and machine). Modify the manual resources to work 8
hours per day versus 24 hours per day; accommodate a user choice for multiple shifts with X
employees per shift.

Annex – SDM Excerpt
Figure 6 shows an excerpt representing manual processing of anomalies, which is
complementary to machine processing (not shown). Manual processing ultimately produces
knowledge in the form of cybersecurity decision patterns, which is one form of people-enhanced
cognition within the joint cognitive system structure that is part of integrated adaptive
cyberspace defense. Moreover, Figure 6 only shows the processing of known-knowns. The SDM
is extensive when accommodating machine and manual processing of known-knowns, knownunknowns, and unknown-unknowns. The machine processing of unknown-unknowns uses CDPs
created from known-knowns and known-unknowns to search for the same or similar patterns in
the ever-growing unknown-unknown repository. The intent is to use machine processing to
reduce the perception of that which we don’t know and to focus people on that which we truly
don’t know.

Figure 6. SDM Excerpt of Manual Processing
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